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SPATIAL COMPETITION WITHIN AN 

OPTIMAL CONTROL FRAMEWORK 


The widespread argument that competition among spatially 

separated firms differs signif icantly from that among neig hboring 

firms has been convincingly upheld. Recently, there has been a 

number of articles, both theoretical and empirical, examining the 

pricing policies of these spatial competitive firms. Greenhut and 

Ohta, in their book on market areas, demonstrated w hen discrimi-

natory pricing would be profitable for a spatial competitive 

firm. In an entirely different model, Greenhut and Greenhut went 

further in demonstrating the effects of competition on spatial 

prices. Finally, in a very recent article, Norman 

showed that spatial competition can lead to an increase in the 

degree of price discrimination. 

In this paper we will continue the examination of the effects 

of spatial competition on pricing. By generalizing the model of 

the spatial firm to derive the competitive prices, we will add to 

the understanding of how these spatial competitive firms operate. 

To be more specific, the model of the spatial firm will be 

generalized in two ways. Most imp ortantly, the model will include 

a general production cost function. Previous articles on this 

topic have included mode:s with production cost functions 

characterized by consta  marginal production cost. The model is 

also generalized by not restr icting the shape of the firm's 
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delivered price schedu e.- :..:-, the ::1cdel w:. _ _ have a 

To accomp :ish '::--.ese ;e::e::-:1.:..::..z a-:.  :::s ·,;e will u se an optimal 

maximizatior. -:.e2 nique allows us to 

derive the firm' s entire delivered p::-::..2e = nction at one time, a 

requirement caused by the general produc-:.ion cost £unction.2 

We begin the paper by revi ewing the literature on spatial 

co mpetitive pricing . That review dea.:..s with the important spatial 

co mpetitive pricing research of Greer.h;.:  and Ohta, as well as the 

very recent research of Norman. A careful description of this 

literature will make it easier later to identify the sign ificance 

of this paper's new results. 

Following the literature review, we will explain the optimal 

control framework and the derivation of the schedule of delivered 

prices. After that presentation, we will compare the derived 

solution to results that others have found. We will then examine 

each of the significant reasons why our results are different. In 

the final section of the paper we will discuss ou r results and 

suggest a further extension of this model. 

ontrol framework. 
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Ohta--Competitive 

I. PREVIOUS SPATIAL C OMPETITIVE PRICE LITERATURE 


A. Greenhut and Price Results 

An interesting model of spatial competition was sug gested by 

Greenhut and Ohta in their book on market areas and spatial price 

discrimination. Their competitive model rests on the fact that 

the curtailed market areas of spatial competitive firms are caused 

by the prices that the distantly located firms charge.3 At some 

point between the two firms, the two delive red-price functions 

intersect and the delivered prices that each firm charges are the 

same. The market area of each of the two firms will exist on one 

side of that point. Consequently, at that market area boundary 

the firm faces a maximum-price constraint imposed by its 

competitor. Greenhut and Ohta state, 

. the firm visualizes a given maximum 
delive red price when a distant rival competes 
with it for selected buyers. [p. 129] 

A firm assuming a maximum price constraint at its boundary is 

referred to as a Greenhut-Ohta (GO) firm. 

With this competitive model, Greenhut and Ohta were the first 

to examine how the entry of distantly located firms would affect 

both the delivered prices charged and the market areas selected by 

the firms faced with distantly located competition. To be more 

specific, these authors examined how discriminatory-pricing firms4 

react when new firms have entered away from the existing firm. 

Before discussing their results, we should mention that the 

Greenhut-Ohta analysis of spatial competition included one 
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important feat re concerning how the fir  iet2rffiin s s dellvered 

pr ce function. 7he spatial fir  w l  deterT ne the scrimina-

tory delivered price at each point by ma ximizin  he proflts 

obtained at that point. The delivered price charged at every 

point will be independent of every other point's delivered pri ce. S 

Consequently, after new firms enter, the discriminatory prices a 

firm charges at the points still in its mark et area are the same 

as those it charged before the new firms entered. Thus, the 

discriminatory firm will not change the degree of discrimination 

(i. e. , how prices change with distance from the firm) when the 

level of competition changes. 

As will be discu ssed below, Norman thoug ht that this response 

was too restrictive, and that in the P!esence of increased compe-

tition, firms should be allowed to change the level of discrimina-

tion. However, with the GO model, the constraint on the delivered 

price at the boundary point produces a work able method of incor-

porating spatial competition. Since the delivered pri ces will 

always increase with distance from the firm, 6 the only point where 

the maximum price (imposed by the new distantly located rival) can 

be reached is at the boundary. 

?erhaps the most sign ificant result authors found usingthese 

significant competitionthis model is that after occurs, a firm 

W i 1 ,-  find nondi scriminatory pricing more profitable than discrimi-

natory pricing. Entry of new, distant firms constricts the mark et 

area of an existing firm. If there is enough entry and if the 

-4-



Norman--Competitive 

-.: 

market areas are small, the prices that a dis crimi nating firm 

charges are higher at every point in the ensuing market area than 

those of a nondis criminating firm. Also, the market area of a 

nondis criminating firm is larger. In that situation, a nondis

criminating firm will sell a greater quantity and earn larger 

profits than a corresponding dis criminating firm would.7 Greenhut 

and Ohta have found in their odel, therefore, that if spatial 

competition is carried far enough, nondis criminatory pricing w ill 

displa ce dis criminatory pricing. 

B. Price Results 

A re cent paper by Norman adds to the spatial-competitive

price literature by proving that both spatial price dis crimination 

and spatial competition must o c cur sim ultaneou sly in a GO competi

.:: ·tive mo del. nder orma n's assumptions, a GO competitive .�,. rm 

will try to offset the negative impact of in creased competition by 

in creasing the degree of dis crimi nation. Moreover, in orman's 

model, if competition progresses far enough it will become most 

profitable for a firm to price uniformly in its own ma rket area. 

We will use a simple diagram to explain Norman's modei and 

results. The spatial firm in figure 1 initially faces a competi

thetive price constraint of p at its market boundary and selects 

 - ·  - - ·  -
-- - -  ..... - · ·  - ::::-:.::e 

A new distantly lo cated ::..r  then 

to p". 

::..r:-r. -::eeps -:.::.e sa:-r.e ::r:..::e s:: edule ir: its new market area, its 

:f instead ;  
· cha:: es t:Ce ::!e::_ivered 



· 
· 

price sc::edu2.e--3a:_;· -:.:J DPS2--the market area size becomes OR2. 

-

degree o.:: ::: scr:.:n:.::a-:.:.:::-. .:. . e. , by :ower:.ng -:.:-.e amoun":. by whic!-, 

prices increase wi h dis ance =rom the firm). In the di agram 

below, the =irrn raises the delivered prices to customers located 

closer than distance OR4 so as to expand its market area to 

distance OR2· 

Figure 1. 

P delivered 


p' 


p" 


2 
p 

1 
p 

distance from 0 
the finn 
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To explain why Norma n's price result is different from the 

corresponding GO result, we must des cribe Norman's me thod of 

deriving the firm's delivered price schedule. Unlike Greenhut and 

Ohta, Norman derived his delivered price schedule by maximizing 

the profits obtained from all points in the market area simultan

eously. By choosing the pri ce at the plant site and the change in 

prices within the firm's market area (i. e., the slope of the price 

s chedule), the managers of the spatial firm in Norman's model 

selected the entire delivered price fun ction at on ce. By con

trast, G reenhut and Ohta allowed the manager to maximize sepa

rately the profits obtained from e a ch point, in order to derive 

first the delivered pric& charged at that point, and ultimately 

the entire delivered pr ce fun ction. When determining the entire 

delivered price schedule, the manager in Norman's model could 

sacrifice profits obtained from closer points, in order to retain 

some distant customers the firm otherwise would have lost. This 

rea ction will maximize the total profits the firm can obtain in 

Norman's mode 1. 

In addition, there is a sig nificant restriction in orman's 

model. He only allow s straigh t-line delivered price schedules to 

be sele cted by the firm. The restri ction is significant because 

the on::.:,.· way a manager extends r.:..s market area is by "tiltins" the 

e!"! ti :-e ::e.::..:.. ·Je reC: ::: r .:.. ce S(::-,ed;;.:.. e, :.. . e. , in creas i!"! S the degree :: =  

dis crirr:ination. Once t is res :-:..::tion is removeC: (as we w:...::..: see 

later in the paper\, t!'.e !'":'lanage:- can reach dista::- :: ::·-.:s:::::-:-.er:s 

- 7 



·,.,ri-=. ou-:. "-:.:.:.-=.:.:-: " -:. e entire price schedule; consequently, he will 

= ocse a i:.ffe c.-:. schedule. 

Fi!1a2.ly, :,;- c :-:-.a n a.:..s = found that sufficiently for ceful compe

tition would :eai -:.o uniform pricing. 8 After the competitive

price constra:.!'lt :.s driven low enough (t e level depending on cost 

and demand conc:.:.:.ons), :.he manager of the spatial firm will find 

This paper wil  show that in the general model this result will 

not o c cur as freq ently as Norman sug gested, if at all. 

-8-
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II. OPTIMAL CONTROL FRAMEWORK 

Since optimal control theory allows the analyst to examine 

situations that exhibit change in many, if not all, o f  the rele-

vant variables, the theory is well suited for examining the nature 

and ef fects of spatial competition. Within a firm's market area, 

a number of relevant variables could be changing. For example, 
, I 

transportation costs, customer density, and--most important--the 

delivered price, could all be changing as distance from the firm 

increases. 

The manager of the spatial firm will acknowledge these chang-

ing variables when he selects a delivered price schedule to maxi-

mize the total profits of the firm. Be fore we can express the 

total profits that will be maximized under our framework, we must 

mention the few simpli fying assumptions of our model. First, we 

assume that all customers are distributed uni formly, along a line 

(perhaps along some interstate high way), each with the same demand 

schedule, and that the quantity demanded at any point depends on 

the delivered price at that market point. Second, we arbitrarily 

set the extent of the firm's market--its market area size. 

Obviously this is a va riable that the manager of the firm chooses, 

but for our purposes it can be taken as given. Third, the firm is 

subject tc we c sts-- transportatio n a  rod ction. e unit 

trans porta tier. cos "'C. to any point :..:-. the rna:-:'< e-:. area depends only 

on the distance from the f rm. The procuction cost func-:.ion 

'Js ng a 



general production cost function here is important, since most 

previ ous work in this area assumed a production cost function 

characterized by constant marginal production costs. As demon

strated later, the firm's production cost function has a 

signi ficant impact on the final solution we derive . 

Now that we have described the position of the spatial firm, 

we can express the value of total profits. Total profits equal 

R 
w = f [ q( p ( r)) p ( r) - t ( r)q( p ( r))] dr - C(Q(R)) , 

u 

where r : distance away from the firm 

R market area size-

-p ( r) delivered price function 

-q ( p ( r)) demand function 

-t ( r) unit transportation cost function 
R 

Q(R) total quantity sold. i. e. f q( p ( r))dr-

0 
-C(Q(R)} production cost function. 

Within our optimal control frame work, total profits of the 

spatial firm are maximized by maximizing the complete contribution 

that each point makes. The complete contribution consists of two 

parts--the direct ef fect of the revenues obtained and transporta

tion costs incurred from the quantity sold at each point, and the 

indirect effect of the production costs of the quantity sold at 

each point. The latter ef fect is indirect, since total production 

costs do not depend on the quantity sold at each point but on the 

quantities sold at all the points in the market area. 
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For this reason, we must take into account the relationship 

between the quantity sold at each point and the total quantity 

sold. In fact, total quantity is the state variable in our 

optimal control model, which is constrained at each point in the 

marke  area by the quantity sold at each point. In other words, 

the total quantity sold must increase at every point by the amount 

sold at that point. In equation form , this relationship is 

[2] Q(r ) = q(p(r)) 

Associated with that constraint is an auxiliary variable·, 

A(r) , which equals the change in total profits brought about by a 

change in the level of that constraint, i.e., the change in the 

total quantity sold at that point. In other words, the auxiliary 

variable will be equal to the amount that total profits change 

because production costs have changed (brought on by the increase 

in the level of the constraint). 

Finally, before we can derive the delivered price function, 

we must incorporate the impact of distant competition into the 

modei. Following the method that Greenhut and Ohta first proposed 

and Ncrman later used, we will assume that the delivered price at 

every point in the market area of the firm must be lower than or 

equa:  a maximum price p'. Obviously, a more realistic assump

=  = -  e hat a firm faces a rival's ent =e delivered price 

= = :c  as a maximum -price constraint. But so at we can 

compare our model with previous mo dels and simplify the ana:ysis, 

we assume one max mum price throughout the market area. 

-ll 



p( r) 

a A(r) 

ao(r) 

·-- =:.able, can '::e constraint on the delivered price, t.he 

wri<:.ten as 

[3] p(r) ( p'. 

This constraint also has a value at every po  n he market 

area, (r). That value equals the change in e on r bu tion to 

total profits that each point makes with a change i  the level of 

the maximum-price constraint--i.e., a change  he :eve: of 

com petition. 

Now that we have described the position of the firm, we can 

express the Hamiltonian, which represents the complete profits 

obtained at any market point r. The Hamilton an value 1s 

[4] H(r) = q(p(r)) p(r) - q(p(r)) t{r) + A(r} q(p\r)) 

u ( r) ( p(r)-·p ' ). 

Using the maximum principle first proved by Por.tryagin et 

al. , we can write out the five necessary conditions =or obtaining 

the solution. These conditions are 

aH(r)
[5] = q'(p(r) )p(r) + q(p(r)) - q' (p(r)) t(r) + a 


A(r)q'(p{r)) - u(r) = 0 

aH(r)


[6] = Q(r) = q(p(r)) 


3H(r) .

[7] - = A(r) = 0 

[8] A (R) = - c I (Q (R) )  

[9] u(r) (p(r) - p') .; o. 

-12-
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III . THE SOLUTI ON OF DELIVERED PRICE SCHEDULE 

Using equations [5] through [9], we can express the 

profit-maximizing delivered price schedule. That solution is 

-[10] p(r) = + t(r) + C' (Q(R)) + 


q' (p (r)) q' (p(r)) 


At points where the cons traint is not binding, lJ (r) is equal to 

zero and the delivered price function is equal to the first three 

expressions on the right side of the equation. At all other 

points, the delivered price equals the level of the maximum price 

constraint and \.l(r) is not zero. Figure 2 below represents one 

solution. 

Figure 2. 

Pdelivered 

p 

distance 
from the firm 
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From this diagram it is obvious that the effect of competi

tion with our generalization of the spatial firm's model differs 

from the effect found in other models. In fact, the delivered 

price function we derived is a combination of the GO and Norman 

results. Over some of the market area of the firm, the degree of 

d scrimination (i. e. , sl ope of the delivered price schedul e) is 

the same as it wo ul d be without distant competition. In the rest 

of the market area, the firm fol l ows uniform pricing. The resul t 

differs from the GO resul t  because the profits obtained at al l 

points are maximized at the same time. Consequently, some prices 

wil l change as competition is introduced. Likewise, one reason 

the resul t differs from Norman's is that the delivered price 

schedul e is not constrained to be a straight line. Therefore, the 

entire delivered price schedul e need not be "t ilted" to reach 

distant customers. 

Another reason this solution differs from those two models is 

the sim ultaneity aspect of the spatial pricing problem included in 

this model. The delivered price charged until the point R1 will 

depend partl y on the level of the marginal production cost that is 

determined by the total quantity sol d in the entire market area. 

Obviousl y the total quantity sol d depends on the delivered prices 

charged throug hout the market area. In fact, since the upward

sloping portion of the delivered price function depends on the 

prices charged throug hout the market area, the market point where 

the val ue of the delivered price function reaches the price 

14 



constraint ( in figure 2, location Rl) also depends on the prices 

charged throug hout the market area. To sum marize, the total 

quantity sold from the site of the mill to the marke  area 

boundary point determines both the level of the deliveredR2 

prices from the mill to some point R1 and the distance of R1 from 

the firm . In turn, the prices charged up to location R1 determine 

the level o f  the total quantity sold. This sim ultaneity aspect of 

the solution was not present in either the GO model or the Norman, 

since neither included a general production-cost function. In 

that literature, the amount sold at one point did not affect the 

amount sold at any other point through the impact on production 

9costs.

Furthermore, this sim ultaneity aspect also influences the 

impact of further increases in competition. An increase in 

competition implies that there is a lower maximum price constrain

ing the spatial firm . As we have said, N orman under his assump

tions found that because of this new l ower constra r. , the degree 

of discrimination will increase. Greenhut and Ohta under their 

assumptions proved that the degree of discrimination will remain 

constant. Under the assumptions in our model, once again a 

combination of these two results could occur. The = r  ciscrimi

nates over some of its market area by the same degree, while in 

the rest of the resulting market area it follows unif rm price 

behavior. lO Figure 3 below snows th s process by s...iggt:st..i.n  a nt:w 

delivered price schedule that would e after the increase 

in competition. 



�------------._----�--_.------------------�--- distance 

Figure 3. 

Pdelivered 

DPS1' 

p 
DPS 1t I 

p 	
' 
I 

I 

I 

l 

R4 R2 from the 
firm 

In figure 3 the firm initially faces the competitive price 

constraint p' and follows the delivered price schedule DPS1· New 

firms enter, driving the competitive price constraint down to p''. 

First, assume that marginal production costs are constant. If so, 

the upward-sloping por tion of the delivered price schedule does 

-16-



not change with the total quantity sold. Therefore, the 

delivered price schedul e of the firm will still be DPS1, but now 

only to the point Rs· Uniform pricing would be continued 

throughout the rest of the market. Now, assume that marginal 

production costs are increasing. In this case, as the total 

quantity sold by the firm decreases because of the new competi

tion, so will the level of the marginal production costs used in 

determining the delivered price schedule. Consequently, the 

delivered price function is lowered, s uch as to DPS2 in figure 3. 

With that schedule, uniform pricing is followed only after point 

11R3. It is important to note, however, that in the area where 

uniform pricing is not followed, the degree of discrimination 

practice d is the same as before the increase in competition 

occurred. 

Finally, the rate of increase (decrease) in the marginal 

production cost function also determines the area over which 

uni form pricing is followed after an increase in the level of 

compe tition. This rate of increase (decrease) will determine how 

much prices will decrease (increase} , once new firms have entered. 

For example, suppose the firm faces increasing marginal production 

costs, but in this case those costs increase more sl owly than 

the marginal production costs used to determine the delivered 

price i nction DPS2 in figure 3. Then, as the competitive price 

constraint falls to the level of p'' and a smaller total quantity 

-17-



is sold, t e decrease in the level of marginal production costs 

used to deter i e the delive ed prlces s less. As a result, 

those prices will not de crease as much as the delivered prices ct 

Furthermore, the lo cation where the pr ice constraint 

b ecomes binding, i.e., where uniform pricing is followed, falls to 

the left of location R3· 

18 -



IV. CON CLUS ION 

We have demonstrated that generalizing the model of a spatial 

firm significantly affects competitive price results. This change 

in results, however, should not come as a surprise, since we have 

significantly modified che model previously used. Wha  shou:d be 

surprising is how easily those modi fications have been made. In 

other words, the optimal control framework has been shown to be an 

extremely appli cable method of generalizing the model of tt.e 

spatial firm and analyzing such firms. 

In fact, we have been able to clear up a recent controversy 

in the spatial-competitive-price literature with the genera  model 

presented. By allowing the firm to choose an entire uncons rained 

delivered price schedule at one time, we have been able to shaw 

that a combination of the previously found results will emerge, a 

firm could price uniformly only over some of its market arec. 

F urthermore, we have also been able to demonstrate that the 

effects of an increase in competition will depend, in part, n the 

production cost function facing the spatial firm . 

Finally, it appears that additions r complications to he 

general model presented here can easily e incorporated. Fo  ex

ample, as we mentioned before, the spatially competitive fir  is 

not confronted with one competitive:y imposed maximum pr ce. 

Instead, the various delivered prices that t e = x· s compe or 

charges at each point must be either matchec cr undercut in crder 

for the firm to sell at that point. To nclude that complication 

-19-



in the optimal control model, a variable constraint (namely, the 

competitor's delivered price function) would be imposed on the 

fir 's choice variable. A new delivered price function could then 

be derived. 

-20-



FO OTN OTES 

1 A minor restriction that the delivered prices must increase · 
less than the increase in transportation costs is placed on the 
model. This restriction is minor, since the majority of demand 
curves will generate this outcome anyway. 

2 It is interesting to note that in a recent article Spulber also 
employs an optimal control framework to derive the delivered price 
schedule of a monopolist of fering quantity discounts and facing 
constant marginal production cost. 

3 We are only examining the cases in which the spatial firms have 
their own distinct market areas. In other words, there is no area 
in which both firms sell. 

4 Discriminatory prices within spatial contexts are defined as 
prices charged at different points hat di ffer by more or less 
than the differences in transportation costs to those points. 

5 This analysis also is contingent on the constant-marginal
production-cost assump tion that was imposed. This issue will be 
discussed more extensively when the general model is presented 
(l ater in the paper). 

6 By maximizing profits obtained a  each point individually, 
Greenhut and Ohta der ved upward-sloping delivered price 
functions. 

7 For a proof of this result, see Greenhut and Ohta (pp. 133-39). 

8 In a total ly di::feren":. context, Greenhut and Greenhut obtained 
an identical result. Af er examinlng the assumptions imposed ln 

both models, it is not s...:::::-prising ":.c see the same res:...:..t appear:.ng 
in both models. For a more detai:e= comparison, see Fratrik (pp.
:.0 1-2;. 

9 ::1 orman' s ar :.c.:..e -: -.ere was ent :;r. of a sim\.:.2.-:.ar:e:.-:. · 
aspect in this so- -:.:.c . s:.:1ce he erived the entire de:..l ere= 
price schedule at one -:. ce . Yet -:he production cos-:. :: r.c":.icr: 
p:.ayed no par-+:. :.n t:--. -:. s:.:-"".- ::..-:.ane:.-:.·· as pect. 

http:appear:.ng


--wte  e  2xamined e r:..ces 
marke  :.. = submarke .;. 

- -
- - - -

- - ---

-  
- -

1: is that with 

- .; :..::-.:.. .:.. a::-

- - · · ·  a  divides :.. s 

· - m portan  = not:..ce dec=easing margina: 
prod ·.:.c-cion costs, an .::. ::crease in the level of competition will 
lead = more of the mar et a:-ea be:..ng charge::l a uniform price than 
in e example preser. ed. 
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